Network virtualization provides a promising solution to overcome the ossification of current networks, allowing multiple Virtual Network Requests (VNRs) embedded on a common infrastructure. The major challenge in network virtualization is the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem, which is to embed VNRs onto a shared substrate network and known to be N P-hard. The topological heterogeneity of VNRs is one important factor hampering the performance of the VNE. However, in many specialized applications and infrastructures, VNRs are of some common structural features e.g., paths and cycles. To achieve better outcomes, it is thus critical to design dedicated algorithms for these applications and infrastructures by taking into accounting topological characteristics. Besides, paths and cycles are two of the most fundamental topologies that all network structures consist of. Exploiting the characteristics of path and cycle embeddings is vital to tackle the general VNE problem. In this paper, we investigated the path and cycle embedding problems. For path embedding, we utilize Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP) and Multi-Dimensional Knapsack Problem (MDKP), we proposed an efficient and effective MKP-MDKP-based algorithm. For cycle embedding, we proposed a Weighted Directed Auxiliary Graph (WDAG) to develop a polynomial-time algorithm to determine the least-resourceconsuming embedding. Numerical results showed our customized algorithms can boost the acceptance ratio and revenue compared to generic embedding algorithms in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
N OWADAYS, the trend of Internet, especially driven by Big data applications [1, 2] , marches towards involving more network elements and end-users, larger volume of traffic, and more diversified applications. However, current Internet infrastructures, consisting of a variety of technologies to run distributed protocols, become barrier to improving Internet service. This diversification is often referred to as the Internet ossification problem [3] . Network virtualization has been regarded as a compelling tool to overcome the Internet ossification and attracting a lot of researches [4] - [9] . It supports various networks of diverse natures (e.g., network architectures, protocols, and user interactions [4] ) to coexist in a same substrate network and share substrate
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F. Zhou is with the LISITE lab of the Institut Supérieur d'Électronique de Paris. He is also with the CERI-LIA at the University of Avignon, France. (emails: fen.zhou@ (isep, univ-avignon resources (e.g., CPUs and bandwidths). In the paradigm of network virtualization, the role of traditional Internet Service Providers (ISPs) is separated into two new entities: Infrastructure Provider (InP) and Service Provider (SP). The InP owns and manages the substrate network while the SP focuses on offering customized services to clients. In this business model as shown in Fig. 1 , the InP sets up and maintains the physical equipments and substrate resources such as optical fibers, CPUs and bandwidths as well as network protocols. Herein, these physical equipments and resources compose the attributes of the InP, which serve to discover resources for SPs [6] . The SP, pursuant to service demands of clients, creates Virtual Network Requests (VNR) (A VNR is a combination of Virtual Nodes (VNs) and Virtual Links (VLs) [5] ). It then discovers resources available in substrate networks by the attributes of InPs and selects appropriate ones for the deployment of VNRs [6] . How to effectively allocate resources of the substrate network to VNRs is a vital problem in network virtualization, which is often referred to as the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem [5] . Explicitly, the VNE needs to (a) find a Substrate Node (SN) to meet the computing requirement of each VN, and (b) find a substrate path to satisfy the bandwidth requirement of each VL in a VNR. The former is also called Node Mapping and the latter is named Link Mapping. The VNE has been proven N P-hard [10] and studied intensively [4, 7] - [9, 11] - [15] . These works introduce different methods like heuristic algorithms and Integer Linear Programming (ILP) models, etc, and cover many aspects, such as distributed computing of the VNE and embedding across multiple substrate networks.
One of the key impediments in the general VNE problem is the topological heterogeneity of both VNRs and substrate networks [6] . However, this is not always true in many specific applications and substrate networks. For instance, the topologies of network service chains are paths [16] , and there are many substrate optical rings (i.e., cycles) [17] . For these applications and infrastructures, specialized cloud service providers outperforming the general SPs are desired, where dedicated algorithms, taking into account the topological characteristics of the VNRs and substrate networks, can be afforded. Besides, paths and cycles are two of the most fundamental topologies in network structures. Exploiting the characteristics of path and cycle embeddings is vital to tackle general topology embedding. For example, if path and cycle embeddings can be effectively solved, we can decompose a general VNR into paths and cycles and then embed them on the specialized platforms, as shown in Fig. 2 , to boost the performance of the VNE. (The feasibility of embedding a VNR across multiple substrate networks has been verified in [9] , which makes the idea of decomposition practicable.) The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
• For path embedding, following the idea of decomposing a substrate network into 'paths', we transformed this problem into a Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP) and Multi-Dimensional Knapsack Problem (MDKP), and developed an efficient and effective MKP-MDKP-based algorithm to solve it. • For cycle embeding, we proposed a Weighted Directed Auxiliary Graph (WDAG) and succeeded to establish an one-to-one relation between each directed cycle in WDAG and each feasible embedding. Based on that, a polynomial-time algorithm is herein devised to achieve the least-resource-consuming embedding. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that the idea of embedding decomposition is proposed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the related work and our motivation. We present the network models and the formal description of the VNE problem in Section III. For path embedding, we present our design framework and devise the MKP-MDKPbased algorithms in Section IV. For cycle embedding, Section V elaborates the construction of WDAG, characterizes the one-to-one relation between directed cycles and feasible embedding ways, and further devises the specialized cycleembedding algorithm. We conduct simulations under different scenarios in Section VI to demonstrate the superiority of our proposed algorithms over the existing general algorithms. Finally, Section VII summarizes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION
The VNE, as the main challenging problem in network virtualization, drew a lot of attentions of researchers. In [5] , the authors expanded the roles of the SP and InP in the paradigm of network virtualization and proposed a novel classification scheme for current VNE algorithms. Another comprehensive survey [6] elaborated and emphasized the importance of resource discovery and allocation of the VNE. Many solutions to the VNE problem have been proposed in the literature [4, 7] - [9, 11] - [15] including heuristic-based, ILP, etc. Later in [4, 7] , researchers found that the topology information of VNRs and substrate networks can be utilized to improve the performance of the VNE. The authors of [7] applied a Markov random walk model, analogous to the idea of PageRank [18] , to rank network nodes based on its resource and topological attributes. In [4] , customized embedding algorithms for some special classes of topologies have been investigated and proven more effective than the general algorithms. Although VNRs may have arbitrary topologies, the network structures of some key applications and infrastructures are of common topologies e.g., paths and cycles [16, 17] . However, few relevant works intentionally pay attention to the two special but relatively common topologies in the VNE problem. Besides, paths and cycles are two of the most fundamental topologies in network structures. Since the general VNE problem is computationally hard, it is a pragmatic way to decompose VNRs into several specific substructures of paths and cycles and then effectively embed them separately. Embedding across multiple substrate networks and distributed embeddings of the VNE have been shown to be feasible [5, 9] . This makes the idea of decomposing VNRs and embedding separately practicable. Therefore, a devoted study to explore the characteristics of path and cycle embeddings is desired, which has not yet been researched. In this work, we investigate the VNE problem for the two special topologies.
III. NETWORK MODELS AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first present the network models considered in this paper and then give the formulation of the VNE. Some necessary notations are summarized in Table I. A. Network Models 1) Substrate Network: In this paper, the substrate network G s (V s , E s ) is an undirected connected graph. Usually, there are two main resources on the substrate network managed by the InP, the computing capabilities of the SNs and the bandwidths of the SLs. Here, we denote by CP U (v s ) the computing capability of each SN v s , and denote BW (e s ) as the bandwidth of SL e s . Figure 3 gives an example of a 4-node substrate network, where each number in the square indicates 
A substrate cycle with clockwise order of SNs i.e.,
The length of P r , i.e., the number of VLs in P r
, the set of feasible SNs whose CPUs are not smaller than VN v r 's
, the set of feasible SLs whose bandwidths are not smaller than e r or v r
The embedded substrate path of e r which passes through e s the CP U capability of the SN and each number beside the SL indicates its BW . 2) Virtual Network Request: A VNR G r (V r , E r ) is still modeled by an undirected connected graph, which is constructed by the SP according to the service demands of clients. The demanded computing capability of each v r ∈ V r is CP U (v r ). The demanded bandwidth of each e r ∈ E r is BW (e r ). In this work, we focus on two special topologies of VNRs i.e., paths and cycles. Figure 4 illustrates a path VNR and a cycle VNR, where, similarly, the numbers in squares (beside VLs respectively) indicate the corresponding CP U s of VNs (BW s of VLs respectively). B. Problem Formulation 1) Constraints: As mentioned above, the VNE problem contains two constraints, Node Mapping and Link Mapping constraints. Figure 5 demonstrates the node mapping where the numbers in squares indicate the CP U requirements or capabilities of VNs or SNs respectively. Besides, any two VNs v r i and v r j of a same VNR can not be
Meanwhile, for each SL e s , through which the embedded substrate paths of VLs e r pass, i.e., e r → e s , BW (e s ) ≥ e r →e s BW (e r ) as shown in Fig 5. Here, we give the definition of the decision problem Emb(·, ·) as follows.
Definition 1: Emb(G s , G r ) is such a decision problem that its answer is Yes iff the VNR G r can be embedded on the substrate network G s satisfying the node and link mapping constraints, and No otherwise.
The definition can be extended to a set of n VNRs:
can be embedded on the G s while simultaneously satisfying the node and link mapping constraints, and No otherwise. Here, the node mapping constraint of a set of VNRs embedded on a substrate network is that for each SN v s ,
Objective Functions: There are two main objective functions in the study of the VNE problem: The acceptance ratio and the revenue.
a) The Acceptance Ratio (AcR): Given a substrate network G s and a set {G r 1 , G r 2 , ..., G r n } of VNRs, the objective is to maximize the number of VNRs that can be embedded on the G s . We denote by AcR the acceptance ratio problem as formally defined below.
Its objective is to maximize the total revenue of VNRs that can be embedded on G s . We denote by Rev the revenue problem defined below.
.., G r n }. One may notice that AcR actually is a special case of Rev by setting each revenue w i to be one. In this paper, the set of VNRs {G r 1 , G r 2 , ..., G r n } is particularly a path set or a cycle set, i.e., {P r 1 , P r 2 , ..., P r n } or {C r 1 , C r 2 , ..., C r n }.
IV. ALGORITHM DESIGN FOR PATH EMBEDDING How to capture the "nature" of the path VNE problem is the key point for developing efficient path embedding algorithm. The following lemma captures the "nature" to some extent, .
Lemma 1: under the uniform setting that 1 ∀v
if the substrate network is a path denoted by P s , given a set of {P r 1 , P r 2 , ..., P r n }, then the AcR and Rev problems can be solved in polynomial time. Proof. We use Fig. 6 to demonstrate the substrate path P s and the set of path VNRs {P r 1 , P r 2 , ..., P r n }. In this special case, we can regard P s as a "knapsack" with a capacity of |P s | (edge number), and the n path VNRs P r i,1≤i≤n as n items with a size of |P r i,1≤i≤n | respectively. The AcR can be easily solved in this way: First arrange the n path VNRs in the increasing order of their sizes, then sequentially pack them into the "knapsack" until cannot (This embedding is feasible since each middle SN v s of CP U (v s ) = deg(v s ) = 2, and at most two VNs will be embedded on v s ). Thus, in the uniform setting, if G s is a path, then the AcR and Rev problems can be easily solved by leveraging KP. This result relatively reflects some essentials of the path VNE problem that can be regarded as "packing" (embedding) a set of "items" (VNRs) into a special "knapsack" (the substrate network). Inspired by this, given a substrate network G s and a set of {P r 1 , P r 2 , ..., P r n }, we propose a framework of algorithm design for the realistic settings. The main idea is described as follows. First, we decompose G s into several substrate paths. This phase is thus called path decomposition. By regarding each substrate path as a knapsack and each P r j as an item with size |P r j | and profit w j , and we then pack these items into multiple knapsacks, which can be formulated as a Multiple Knapsack problem (MKP). Finally, we assign the CP U and BW resources to those packed path VNRs, and it corresponds to the Multi-Dimensional Knapsack Problem (MDKP). To this end, we review the two well-studied MKP and MDKP.
Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP) MKP [19] is a classical variation of KP. In MKP, there are a set of knapsacks M := {1, ..., i, ..., m} each with positive capacities b i , and a set of items N := {1, ...j, ..., n} each with size s j ≥ 0 and profit w j ≥ 0. The goal is to find a subset of the n items of maximum profit which can be packed into the m knapsacks.
In this paper, we measure the time complexity of solving an instance of MKP by its numbers of knapsacks and items, m and n respectively, denoted by T MKP (m, n) .
Multi-Dimensional Knapsack Problem (MDKP) MDKP [19] is another well-known variation of KP. In d dimensional MDKP denoted by d-DKP, there are a knapsack of d-dimensional positive capacity attributes (b 1 , .., b i , ..., b d ) and a set of items N := {1, ...j, ..., n} each with profit w j and d-dimensional size attributes (s j1 , ...s ji , ..., s jd ), where all of b i and w j and s ji are non-negative. The goal is to find a subset of the n items of maximum profit which can be packed into the knapsack while not exceeding each of d-dimensional capacity attributes.
In this paper, we measure the time complexity of solving an instance of MDKP by its numbers of dimensions d and items n respectively, denoted by T MDKP (d, n) . Next, we assume that the substrate network G s (V s , E s ) and a set of path VNRs {P r 1 , P r 2 , ..., P r n } are given as the input of our algorithm.
A. Path Decomposition Phase
In this phase, we decompose the substrate network into a set of substrate paths. These decomposed paths are treated as the multiple knapsacks for the optimization of the next phase. Intuitively, if these "knapsacks" are of bigger capacities, i.e., much longer, the embedding optimization in the next phase by the MKP will be better. We extract a substrate path P s by finding the longest path in a Depth-first Search Tree (DST) of G s . We repeat the process by keeping extracting substrate paths until G s is completely decomposed into a set of P s i ,
where m is the number of substrate paths obtained.
B. Embedding by MKP
After the path decomposition phase, we regard each path VNR P r j as an item with size |P r j | and profit w j , and treat each substrate path P s i as a knapsack with capacity |P s i | as shown in Fig. 7 . Obviously, it is an m-knapsacks-n-items MKP, where m ≤ |E s |. 
C. Resource Assignment by MDKP
After embedding some path VNRs by MKP without considering CP U s and BW s, we need to assign the corresponding demanded CP U and BW resources to as many embedded path VNRs as possible. Here, we treat each embedded P r j as an item with = BW (e r ), otherwise 0. Finally, the array of capacity attributes of the knapsack is that:
, ..., BW (e s |E s | ). How to assign resources to these embedded path VNRs to maximize revenue is obviously a (|V s | + |E s |)-DKP with n 1 items as shown in Fig. 8 , where n 1 ≤ n is the number of embedded path VNRs by MKP.
D. Final Assembled Algorithm and Time Complexity
After the resource assignment, we can update the CP U and BW of each SN and SL, resulting in a remained substrate network. We then continue the whole process, from path decomposition to resource assignment, to embed the rest path VNRs until no more paths can be embedded. The final assembled algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. 
V. CYCLE EMBEDDING
For cycle embedding, a substrate network of cycle-like topology is naturally more suitable just like path embedding. Meanwhile, there are many substrate optical rings [17] . In this section, we investigate the cycle-to-cycle embedding problem, i.e., Emb(C s , {C r 1 , C r 2 , ..., C r n }) where C s is the substrate cycle and {C r 1 , C r 2 , ..., C r n } is the set of cycle VNRs (CP U s and BW s are arbitrary). In this paper, we focus on a natural embedding way called Simplex Cycle Embedding, which evenly embeds VNs and VLs on the substrate cycle.
Definition 2: Simplex Cycle Embedding: We assume the substrate cycle is C s (v s 1 , ..., v s m v s 1 ). Given a starting SN v s i ∈ C s with one direction dir (clockwise or anticlockwise denoted by "+" or "-" respectively), we arrange all SNs of C s in such a sequence, denoted by Seq(v s i , dir), that for
where all arithmetical operations of subscripts of SNs are modulo m.
Given Figure 9 illustrates a triangle VNR embedded on a substrate cycle in clockwise and anticlockwise simplex cycle embeddings, where the numbers beside VLs indicate the demanded BW s. Given a C s and a C r , Emb(C s , C r ) is the elementary and primary problem in simplex cycle embedding, and different embedding ways could result in different resource consumptions: In Fig. 9 , the BW consumption of the clockwise is 1 + 2 × 2 + 3 = 8 while that for the anticlockwise is 2 × 3 + 2 + 1 = 9. Can we efficiently find the least-resourceconsuming embedding way?
To answer this question, we unfold this section as follows.
• First, we construct a Weighted Directed Auxiliary Graph (WDAG) in polynomial-time and prove that each of its directed cycles corresponds to a feasible simplex cycle embedding.
• Then, the minimum weighted directed cycle corresponds to the least-resource-consuming embedding, which can be obtained by dynamic programming in polynomial time. Given a substrate cycle C s (v s 1 , ..., v s m v s 1 ) and a cycle VNR 
, the set of feasible SLs whose BW is not smaller than v r j v r j+1 's. If Emb(C s , C r ) is Yes in simplex cycle embedding, there must exist an embedding way that v r (V ,Â) , whereV is the vertex set andÂ is the arc set.
1) The vertex setV comprises of n parts {F v r j | n j=1 }, where the j-th partF v r j corresponds to the set F v r j . ExceptF v r 1 , there is a one-to-one mapping, denoted by MP , between vertices inF v r j and SNs in F v r j . In other words, ∀v ∈F v r j one-toone corresponds to MP (v) ∈ F v r j . InF v r 1 , there is only one vertex,v 1 , which corresponds to v s i1 , i.e., MP (v 1 ) = v s i1 as shown in Fig. 10 .
2) The arc setÂ is iteratively constructed as below: First starting atv 1 , for each such vertex inF v r 2 , sayv 2 , that satisfies two criteria withv 1 , an arc is constructed withv 1 as tail andv 2 as head. The two criteria are as follows.
| is the number of SLs in the segment from MP (v 1 ) to MP (v 2 ) following dir. Next, for each such vertex inF v r 2 with incoming edges, sayv 2 and d − (v 2 ) > 0, we repeat the same procedure on it as we did forv 1 : Searching those vertices inF v r 3 which satisfy the two criteria withv 2 ; and arcs are constructed withv 2 as tail; and weights are computed and assigned to these arcs. After some iterations, at certain vertex part, sayF v r j , j < n, if there is no vertex inF v r j whose indegree is greater than 0, then the whole process is terminated. Otherwise, we reach the vertex partF v r n . For each such vertex inF v r n with non-zero indegree, sayv n and d − (v n ) > 0, an arc with the corresponding weight is constructed withv n as tail andv 1 as head, ifv n satisfies Criterion 2 withv 1 , i.e., each SL e s lying in the segment from MP (v n ) to MP (v 1 ) following dir, belongs to F v r n v r 1 . Figure 10 shows a complete WDAGĜ (m 3 n) , where m and n are the SN and the VN numbers of the substrate cycle C s and the cycle VNR C r respectively. Proof. The time complexity of constructing a WDAG consists of two parts: 1) establishing the vertex setV ; 2) constructing the weight arc setÂ. For the first part, we need to set up the n vertex partsF v r j , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n, and build a one-to-one mapping MP between vertices inF v r j and F v r j . Since each |F v r j | ≤ m, time consumption of this part is up to O(mn). For the second part, in the worst case, for each vertex pair (v j ,v j+1 ) between F v r j andF v r j+1 , we need to check Criterion 1 and Criterion 2 to decide whether to construct an arc. The time consumption of checking Criterion 1 and 
Since MP is a one-toone mapping fromF v r j to F v r j , we use MP −1 to represent the inverse, i.e.,
As it is feasible, MP −1 (v s ij+1 ) must satisfy Criterion 1 and Criterion 2 with MP −1 (v s ij ). Therefore, according to the construction process, there is an arc with MP −1 (v s ij ) as tail and MP −1 (v s ij+1 ) as head, and
For each directed cycle inĜ v s i 1 dir , sayĈ, according to the construction process,Ĉ must pass through exactly one vertex in each vertex partF v r j , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n, say (v 1 , ...,v j , ...,v n ). Sincev j+1 satisfies Criterion 1 and Criterion 2 withv j , it is obvious that
must be a feasible simplex cycle embedding way.
Subsequently, combining with the weights assigned to arcs of the WDAGĜ To obtain the optimal least-resource-consuming simplex cycle embedding, we just need to construct 2 × |F v r 1 | WDAGs (two directions), search the directed cycle with the minimum weigth in each WDAG, and output the smallest one among them. We formally give Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Procedure of Cycle-to-Cycle Embedding (C2CE)
The least-resource-consuming embedding way. In Lines 1-2, for each VN v r j and VL v r j v r j+1 , we set up the feasible SN sets and SL sets. The time complexity of Lines 1-2 is O(mn). At Lines 3, we set a variable EM B to record the optimal embedding way whose initial value is ∅ and another variable Cost to record the BW consumption of the EM B whose initial value is large enough denoted by ∞. In Lines 4-9, for each v s i1 ∈ F v r 1 and each direction dir ("+" or "-"), we construct the corresponding WDAG at Line 6 whose time complexity is O(m 3 n) by Theorem 1. At Line 7, we search the minimum weighted directed cycleĈ, and its time complexity is O(m 2 n) by dynamic programing. At Lines 8-9, if the weight ofĈ denoted by w(Ĉ) is less than current Cost, we replace For multiple cycles embedding, we develop a heuristic algorithm based on the optimization for single cycle embedding as follows. Intuitively, for a cycle C r , if its ratio of revenue to resource consumption is higher than the others, it tends to be embedded so as to achieve a more efficient income for the InP. This consists of the main motivation of our greedy strategy in Algorithm 3: Given a substrate cycle C s and a set of cycle VNRs {C r 1 , C r 2 , ..., C r n }, for each C r j , we first estimate the ratio of revenue to resource consumption, i.e., BW (e r ) . We then arrange them in the descending order of the estimated ratios, and sequentially embed them on the C s by procedure C2CE until no more cycle VNR can be embedded by simplex cycle embedding. However, one thing should be noted that the simplex cycle embedding has its own shortage, i.e., it limits the solution space. Therefore, if no cycle VNR can be embedded by simplex cycle embedding, we continue the embedding by running general algorithms. Via this combination, both merits of simplex cycle embedding and general algorithms can be conflated.
Algorithm 3: Procedure of Greedy Revenue (GR)
Input : C s and {C r 1 , C r 2 , ..., C r n }. Output: The final revenue. 1 set cycle VNRs in descending order by estimated ratios; 2 run C2CE to sequentially embed cycle VNRs until can't; 3 run general algorithms; 4 return final revenue;
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare our proposed algorithms PE for path embedding and GR for cycle embedding to the existing general algorithms. Two general embedding algorithms from [7] and [4] , denoted by RW and BA respectively as introduced in Section II, are used as our benchmarks. Here, we use GRRW and GRBA to denote the procedures GR which invoke RW and BA respectively. We repeat each simulation 50 times under the same circumstance to ensure sufficient statistical accuracy, and a 95% confidence interval is given to each numerical result. All the simulations have been run by MATLAB 2015a on a computer with 3.2 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690S CPU and 8 GBytes RAM.
A. Evaluation Environments 1) Path Embedding: a) Substrate Networks:
We use the GT-ITM tool [20] , prevailing in the generation of practical network topologies, to randomly generate two substrate networks denoted by G s 1 , G s 2 respectively. Both of these substrate networks have 100 SNs and 1000 SLs, corresponding to a medium-sized ISP. Besides, we also use a complete graph of 100 SNs as the substrate network denoted by CG s . The CP U and BW of each SN and SL are set as 100 units. b) Virtual Network Requests: The length of each path VNR is randomly generated in the range of [5, 10] . The CP U and BW of each VN and VL are randomly generated in the range of [1, 5] units. The number of path VNRs is set as 1000 in each simulation.
2) Cycle Embedding: a) Substrate Networks: We set up three substrate cycles denoted by C s 20 , C s 25 , C s 30 respectively, whose number of SNs are 20, 25 and 30 respectively, corresponding to the sizes of existing substrate optical rings. The CP U and BW of each SN and SL are set as 100 units.
b) Virtual Network Requests: The number of VNs of each cycle VNR is randomly generated in the range of [5, 10] . The CP U and BW of each VN and VL are randomly generated in the range of [1, 5] units. The number of cycle VNRs is set as 100 in each simulation.
3) Performance Metrics:
The comparisons are performed for both the AcR and Rev problems.
• The AcR problem: The revenue of each VNR is set to be one. Besides, we tweak the objective function of the AcR problem as |S| n , where S is the subset of embedded VNRs and n is the number of total VNRs. • The Rev problem: The revenue of each VNR is proportional to its VN number in the range of [5, 10] .
B. Simulation Results
1) Path Embedding: Figures 11 and 12 respectively demonstrate the numerical results of the AcR and Rev problems in path embedding. The average acceptance ratio of all the three substrate networks, as shown in Fig 11(a) , is 41.06% for PE, compared to 30.70% and 29.75% for RW and BA respectively. The average revenue, as shown in Fig. 12(a) , is 3052.12 for PE, compared to 2308.05 and 2251.01 for RW and BA respectively. For time complexity as shown in Figs. 11(b) and 12(b), PE is of an average run time of 1.32s, obviously smaller than that of RW and BA, 20.44s and 8.28s repsectively. In summary, PE is much more efficient and effective than the two general algorithms RW and BA in path embedding. 2) Cycle Embedding: Figures 13 and 14 respectively showcase the numerical results of the AcR and Rev problems in cycle embedding. The average acceptance ratio, as shown in Fig. 13(a and GRBA are 31.13% and 30.31% respectively compared to 25.63% and 24.84% of RW and BA respectively. The average revenue, as shown in Fig. 14(a) , of GRRW and GRBA are 239.68 and 234.96 respectively while 189.80 and 185.62 of RW and BA respectively. From the aspect of final results of acceptance ratios and revenues, GRRW and GRBA take advantage over RW and BA. For the time complexity as shown in Figs. 13(b) and 14(b), while the run times of RW and BA are relatively stable and smaller than 2.5s, that of GRRW and GRBA are quickly climbing because the time complexity of construction of the WDAG is fourth-order about the number of SNs. But, the corresponding acceptance ratios and revenues do not improve much with the increase of run times of GRRW and GRBA. Thus, in general substrate networks, in the future more work is needed to balance the size of decomposed substrate cycles and develop decomposition strategies so as to constitute cycle embedding algorithms as competitive as PE for path embedding.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we investigated the VNE problems in path and cycle topologies. For path embedding, following the idea of expanding substrate networks into "paths", we developed the MKP-MDKP-based algorithms for the path embedding, which turn out to be more efficient and effective than its counterparts. Regarding cycle embedding, we proposed an auxiliary graph WDAG, based on which we are able to characterize the one-toone relation between a directed cycle in WDAG and a feasible simplex cycle embedding. Herein is devised a polynomialtime algorithm C2CE to obtain the optimal least-resourceconsumption embedding solution.
As the future work, to realize the idea of decomposing general VNRs into special topologies to efficiently tackle the general VNE problem, there is still a need for dealing with communications between multiple InPs.
